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MISSION STATEMENT
Hanover Fire Department is a
highly trained fire service
comprised of community
ambassadors who have
committed to serving the Town
of Hanover, focused on
minimizing loss of life, property
and the environment.

VISION STATEMENT
To be known as an innovative and
progressive fire department. We are
dedicated to the delivery of effective
fire suppression, rescue, medical,
prevention, and fire safety education
activities. We are committed to our
organization and each other. We
continue to foster an environment of
teamwork at all times.

VALUES STATEMENT
We value our trust of each other and
loyalty to our fellow firefighters. We
have strong respect of one another,
our equipment and our residents
and visitors.
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CHIEF’S MESSAGE
On behalf of the Hanover Fire Department (HFD), it is my pleasure to present the 2019 Annual
Report to Council. 2019 was an extremely busy year for the department, but the work of the
firefighters continued to be outstanding. It is due to the dedicated, skilled and knowledgeable paidon call firefighters that this department was able to provide the high level of service it does, 24 hours
a day, 365 days a year.
HFD has continued with an approach that utilizes the Ontario Fire Marshal’s 3 lines of defense
model. The goal is to reduce risk by ensuring a focus on public education, fire inspections/code
enforcement and fire suppression activities.
HFD has achieved a number of accomplishments in 2019.
• Response to 209 emergency calls. The highest in HFD history
• A total of 1,645 on scene personnel hours
• Over 2,933 personnel hours of training and meetings
• Average response of 8.08 minutes within the Municipality from first pager tone
• Initiation of a medical team, trained to first responder status, to respond to high priority
medical calls
• Introduced a new staffing structure that ensures certification levels match emergency scene
activity
• Shift to hourly pay scale
• Supervised the design, build and delivery of a 2020 Metalfab Pumper/Tanker
• Acquired a drone, with 5 pilots certified by Transport Canada
• Purchased and installed a gear washer to ensure decontamination activity can occur quickly
and efficiently
• Commenced initiation of a computerized training platform to ensure the efficiency and
effectiveness of training activity for all firefighters
• Increased social media presence focused on involving members of the public

A committee of firefighters was established in early 2019 to assist with the design of the new
Pumper/Tanker. This process involved the committee for well over a year, to create a design that
specifically meets the needs of the Municipality. Committee members spent time researching
options, and ensuring the build of the apparatus met the standards set. On September 2, 2019
Engine 10 was put into service, and has performed admirably since. Engine 10 ensures effective
response to fire related emergencies, and the safety of firefighters on scene, for many years to
come.
In 2019, firefighters attended a number of training events focused on gaining valuable skills and
knowledge. Training on new equipment was a prime focus ensuring that staff were knowledgeable
with how to effectively operate new purchases such as the Pumper/Tanker and drone.
2019 has seen many positive changes for HFD. Each firefighter met challenges head on and
accomplished many astonishing achievements during the year. Their expertise, knowledge and
community spirit ensures that the Town of Hanover continues to receive a high level of performance
in all aspects of fire service delivery.
Respectfully submitted,

Jeff Dentinger
Fire Chief
CFPO / CEMC / Health & Safety Coordinator
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3 LINES OF DEFENSE
Public Education and Prevention
1. Continuation of public education in the local
schools, partnering with the Saugeen Valley
Safety Village for a two-day event
2. Fire Station tours and social media activities
3. Continued involvement with high school cooperative education programs
4. Coffee with the Fire Chief event
5. Sleepover with Sparky education activity
6. Extinguisher training
7. Fire Drill Observations
8. Fire Safety in Apartments presentations
9. Senior Fire Safety presentations
Fire Safety Standards and Enforcement
1. Fire Officers aware of the need for smoke and
carbon monoxide alarms. Working with the
community to educate
2. Continued Alarmed for Life Visits to residents
within the municipality
3. Proactive enforcement of the Fire Code on an
ongoing basis
4. HFD policy to never leave a home without
smoke and carbon monoxide alarms
5. Implementation of an improved health and
safety program for firefighters
Emergency Response
1. Completion of 10 NFPA test challenges and 7
additional NFPA and Ontario Fire College
Certificates
2. Continued support of the Grey County Training
Association, Grey County Regional Training
Centre, Grey County Chiefs Association, and
Grey County Critical Incident Stress Team
3. Many operational changes to improve
efficiency and reduce delays in response.
4. Acquired 2020 Metalfab Pumper/Tanker as
well as DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual Drone
5. Certification training completed for; Drone
Pilots, Firefighter Chainsaw Operator,
Temporary Traffic Control for Unplanned
Events
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Education and Prevention
During 2019, HFD completed a variety of prevention activities. The
Alarmed for Life program was a significant emphasis again this year. This
initiative focuses on ensuring that residents within the community are
equipped with working smoke and carbon monoxide alarms. The
program is completely voluntary, and has been well received by the
community. Fire Prevention Officer Rob Hagan attends residences and
seeks to obtain home owners, and tenant’s, permission to enter homes to
check smoke and carbon monoxide alarms. HFD will continue vigilance in
this area and look to increase the number of visits in 2020.
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The results observed in 2019 indicate a 34.7% compliance rate of homes
with working smoke alarms. Those not in compliance typically had smoke
alarms that were over 10 years of age. This result was an increase in
compliance of 25% in 2018. However, this result continues to be
concerning, as it equates to a very low number of homes that are
adequately covered for early warning of fires and carbon monoxide
emergencies in the municipality. Fire Prevention Officer Hagan will
increase his schedule to 3 days a week in 2020, which will assist in
providing an opportunity to access more residences throughout the year.
HFD officers continue to work diligently with respect to increasing
awareness of the need for smoke and carbon monoxide alarms in the
home. At each emergency call, crews ensure that smoke and carbon
monoxide alarms are checked. If the alarms don’t work, or are missing,
loaner alarms are left at the residence to ensure compliance. Follow-up
meetings are arranged to ensure adequate coverage is established for the
entire residence by the homeowner on a long term basis.
Two donations were received this year, ensuring that HFD has ample
smoke/carbon monoxide alarms for residents. One donation, from a
resident who wished to remain anonymous, offered funds directed
towards alarms for the senior population. An additional donation was
received from The Salvation Army, providing funding for alarms to be
purchased for residents in financial need. These generous gifts allowed
HFD to purchase combination smoke and carbon monoxide alarms for
those unable to afford them on their own. Through the Alarmed for Life
program, HFD will also install the alarms for those who require assistance.
Fire Prevention week was held in October of 2019. During this special
week, HFD hosted an open house, co-sponsored by Hanover Typocraft
and McDonald’s of Hanover. The event was very successful with a
number of area youth participating in activities focused on learning about
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the services HFD offers the community, and having fun with some of the
tools firefighters use.
“Sleepover with Sparky” was a new initiative that began in 2019.
Students in a classroom are each given a Sparky doll and knapsack to
take home with them. To ensure that Sparky is safe, students must
complete a check of the home to confirm that all the smoke alarms are
present, and in working order, and document the results. Fire Prevention
Officer Hagan reviews the information received and completes follow-up
meetings with any families that require additional support or assistance.
This activity was very well received by the children, and their caregivers.
A generous donation from the Hanover Rotary Club made this program
possible.
Fire Prevention Officer Hagan also delivered the first “Fire Safety for
Graduates” presentation to Grade 12 students of John Diefenbaker Senior
School. This presentation provided fire safety information to graduates as
they move out of the home, and on to post-secondary education outside
the area.
In total HFD completed 29 fire safety presentations in 2019, with an
estimated 1,700 residents participating.
A sampling of the activities involved included;
• Fire Station tours
• Safety Village Presentations
• Evacuation training and observation
• Fire Extinguisher Training
• Coffee with the Fire Chief
• Touch a Truck Events
• Fire Safety in Apartments Presentations
• Fire Safety for Seniors Presentations
• And many more

FIRE SAFETY STANDARDS AND ENFORCEMENT
Fire Prevention Officer Hagan continues to provide ongoing inspections in
a proactive manner to ensure adherence to the Fire Code. He works with
commercial, industrial and residential interests on an ongoing basis to
ensure fire safety and protection measures are in place.
During 2019, HFD received 5 complaints regarding potential code
violations. All complaints were investigated and closed successfully. In
total, 178 inspections were completed in 2019. The following graph
outlines the reasons HFD completed the necessary inspections for the
year.
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HFD was privileged to have 3 co-operative education students in 2019.
This was an opportunity for HFD to share knowledge regarding a variety
of firefighting topics. The students took part in; practices with the
firefighters, fire inspections, attended calls and completed accountability
functions, and assisted with administrative functions as needed. Two of
the students also completed certification training in Chainsaw Operations
and Traffic Management During Emergency Operations. Each student
was required to don Personal Protective Equipment, including a SelfContained Breathing Apparatus in 75 seconds.
Early in the year the department moved to on-line fire permits. This was a
successful transition for residents, allowing them to apply and pay for burn
permits on line. In addition to making it easier for residents, the
information was loaded into a tablet application that firefighters can use to
obtain a visual listing of local burn permits while attending emergency
calls.
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Hanover Fire Department
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART

Four new members joined HFD in 2019; Craig Danciu, Doug Graham, Tyler Thomas and Selwyn
Hicks. We are pleased to have these individuals join the HFD team.
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CAPTAINS

CAPTAINS

LIEUTENANTS

LIEUTENANTS

APPARATUS
2020 Pumper/Tanker
2011 78’ Aerial Pump
2002 Modified Pick-up truck – Command Apparatus
2000 Pick-up truck - Support / Utility Unit
1999 Pumper/Rescue
18’ Super Dux Rescue Boat with 40hp motor - Swift & Ice Water
Rescues
18’ Enclosed Rehabilitation Trailer – Used for rehabilitation of
personnel and carrying equipment.
1937 Pumper – (no longer in service)
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE
The Hanover Fire Department responded to 209 emergency calls
during 2019. This includes emergency responses within the
municipalities of Brockton and West Grey, as per Fire Service
Agreements with each of these municipalities.
Location of emergency call

2019 calls

Town of Hanover
Municipality of West Grey
Municipality of Brockton

166 calls
20 calls
23 calls

Percentage of calls

2018 comparison

79%
9.5%
11%

144 calls in 2018
21 calls in 2018
21 calls in 2018

2019 Emergency Calls
23
20

166
Hanover

West Grey

Brockton

Total Firefighter Hours Per Location
151.8, 10%

268.67, 17%
1124,
73%

Hanover

West Grey

Brockton

There were no firefighter injuries reported as a result of structure fires within 2019.
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STRUCTURE FIRES
A total of 7 fire incidents occurred during 2019 within the Municipality of the Town of Hanover.
These fires had an estimated dollar loss of $108,100.
OTHER RESPONSES
In 2019 HFD responded to 209 emergency calls for service for its entire response area. This was an increase
of 22 emergency calls from 2018.
Fires/explosion calls totaled 4% (8 incidents) of emergencies in 2019 for HFD. This is a decrease of 8
incidents from 2018.
The highest percentage of emergency response was for medical assistance at 27% (57 incidents), an increase
of 11 incidents from 2018. This includes an emergency call where the original need for 911 assistance was
medical distress specifically; vital signs absent, unconscious, or significant delay in EMS response.
The second highest number of incidents is for false fire alarm activation 22% (46 incidents), an increase of 13
incidents. Rescues (motor vehicle accidents, technical rescue calls, and general rescue situations) equated to
18% (38 incidents), an increase of 3 incidents from 2018.
Public Hazard situations represented 8% (16 incidents) of emergencies (spills, gas leaks, power lines down), an
increase of 4 incidents from 2018. Part of this group also includes carbon monoxide emergency calls. In 2019
Carbon Monoxide emergencies totaled 0.4% (1 incidents) where levels were present in the home, which is a
decrease of 2 incidents in 2018. HFD firefighters continue to investigate the issues within the home that caused
these alarms. This follow-up ensures the homeowner or tenant is safe from the carbon monoxide issue, if one
exists.
The Other call category at 17% (35 incidents) includes situations such as; assisting other fire departments,
cancelled on route, and other public service emergencies, a decrease of 6 incidents from 2018. Pre-fire
conditions (pot on stove, overheat conditions, other cooking without fire) equated to 2% (4 incidents), a decrease
of 3 incidents in 2018. Controlled burn emergencies were 1% (2 incident), an increase of 1 incident from 2018.

Breakdown of Emergency Calls
Controlled Burn
1%

Medical
27%

Pre fire conditions
2%

CO False Calls
1%
Public Hazard
8%
Fires/Explosion
4%

Other Responses
17%

Rescue
18%
False Fire Calls
22%
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Fire Department response statistics have been rising for a number of years. The following graph is a visual
indicator as to the previous 5 years of emergency calls for service, up to and including 2019.
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The following is a chart representation of the graph above
Year

CO
False
Alarms

False
Fire
Calls

2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
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8
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2019 Monthly Call Totals

MONTHS

The following graph illustrates the emergency calls from each month of the year in 2019.
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NUMBER OF CALLS
FIRE RESPONSE TIMES
HFD is comprised of paid on-call firefighters. As a result, firefighters are paged for emergencies and
attend the station to obtain personal protective equipment, and then respond to the scene in fire
apparatus. As a result, firefighters must leave work or home to respond to calls at all hours of the day
and night. The following graph outlines the times in which emergency calls originated in 2019, with a
comparison to 2018.
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The average response rate continues to be a very low number to all corners of the municipality. The
response equates to just over 8 minutes from the 911 call.

Average Fire Response Times 2019
within Town of Hanover
8.08

Average Total Response Time

2.12

Average En-Route time
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Town
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TRAINING AND CERTFICATIONS
In 2019 members attended the Ontario Fire College, and additional external training providers, to obtain a
number of training certificates. Staff completed over 2900 staff hours of training sessions and meetings to
maintain knowledge and learn new skills. This was accomplished by completing over 230 training and
meeting events.
The training indicated below was obtained through the use of personal vacation time or during evenings and
weekends. In most cases there was also considerable time spent complete both pre-course and post-course
activities to obtain the certification listed.

Name and Role
Craig MacArthur – Deputy Chief
Don Crispin – Captain
Andy Smart – Operator
Doug Graham - Firefighter
Mike Bieman – Captain
Rob Hagan - Captain
Andy Smart – Operator
Rob Hagan – Captain
Chris Karcher – Captain
Don Crispin – Captain
Andy Smart – Captain
Rob Hagan – Captain
Doug Graham – Firefighter
Marc Dillon - Firefighter
Vince Wand - Firefighter
Matthew Marshall – Operator
Todd Bahri – Operator
Mitchell Crispin – Firefighter
AJ Grant – Firefighter
Craig Danciu – Firefighter

Training and Certification
Incident Management Systems 100
Fire Service Driver Training Certification
Mental Health for Firefighters Training
NFPA 1021 Fire Officer I Certificate

NFPA 1035 Life Safety Educator I Certificate
NFPA 1002 Pump Operator Challenge

OFMEM Fire Code Part 4: Flammable and Combustible Liquids
Workplace Traumatic Stress: Prevention and Intervention for
First Responders
NFPA 1001 Firefighter I Certificate
NFPA 1001 Firefighter II Challenge
NFPA 1001 Firefighter I Challenge
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Name and Role
Doug
Graham –- Firefighter
Jeff Dentinger
Fire Chief
Craig MacArthur – Deputy Chief
Chris Karcher - Captain
Don Crispin - Captain
Mike Bieman - Captain
Rob Hagan – Captain
Andy Smart – Operator
Ben Plakholm – Operator
Matthew Marshall – Operator
Todd Bahri – Operator
Jason McClement – Firefighter
Marc Dillon – Firefighter
Vince Wand – Firefighter
AJ Grant – Firefighter
Mitchell Crispin - Firefighter
All
All
Jeff Dentinger – Fire Chief
Chris Karcher - Captain
Andy Smart - Operator
Marc Dillon - Firefighter
Craig Danciu – Firefighter

Training and Certification
First Responder Medical Training

Firefighter Chainsaw Operator Certificate
Temporary Traffic Control for Unplanned Events Certificate
Drone Pilot Certificate – Advanced Operations

Selwyn Hicks and Tyler Thomas both obtained the following
certification prior to being hired with HFD in 2019;
NFPA 1001 Firefighter I
NFPA 1001 Firefighter II
NFPA 1472 Hazardous Material Awareness and Operations

ACCOMPLISHMENTS
With support from Hanover Council, HFD is able to
provide an exceptional level of service to the
municipality.
The following accomplishments occurred in
2019:
1. Design, build and delivery of 2020
Metalfab Pumper/Tanker
2. Purchase of DJI Mavic 2 Enterprise Dual
Drone and certification of 5 pilots
3. Continued support of the Grey County
Training Officers Committee, Grey County
Critical Incident Stress Team, Grey
County Regional Training Centre, and
Grey County Chiefs Association
4. Hourly pay for all firefighters for all fire
department activity
5. Reorganization of roles within the fire
department to ensure job titles are
accurate reflections of job roles
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6. Initiate process for certification of
firefighters began in 2019 with 10
firefighters attending challenge tests for
NFPA 1001 Firefighter Level I, NFPA
1001 Firefighter Level I and NFPA 1002
Pump Operator
7. Medical teams were developed and
medical response personnel trained to
first responder status. Medical teams
were developed to maximize staff
efficiencies.
8. On call requirements for medical
response personnel was reduced from
every other weekend to once every 4 th
weekend with the move to medical teams
9. Tablets were obtained and installed in
each response apparatus to assist with in
route operational planning to ensure
effective and timely response to all
emergencies.
10. Purchased and installed a gear washer to
continue with decontamination process
after every fire incident and to ensure an
ongoing gear cleaning process could be
maintained
11. Commenced work on new training
platform focused on maintaining a
database of training material that meets
NFPA standards
12. Update to apparatus checks to ensure
that activity is Ministry of Transportation
compliant
13. Provided a 25-year medal to Operator
Rick Hopkins and a 30-year award to
Deputy Chief MacArthur for their years of
service
14. Successful “stuff the truck” event held by
the association for those in need at
Christmas.
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LOOKING AHEAD
In 2019 HFD recorded the highest amount of emergency responses in its history. In addition to responses,
crews spent considerable time focused on training activities. Training ensures that firefighters are prepared for
every, and all challenges they may be called to mitigate. Without dedicated and courageous firefighters,
HFD’s ability to provide effective and efficient emergency response would be greatly compromised.
Throughout the year, firefighters invested over 4500 staff hours for emergency calls, training and meetings.
OPERATIONS
In 2020, staff will initiate a new training platform. This process was started in 2019 but customization of the
software required a number of months to prepare. Not only will this provide a scheduling tool for all training
activity, but will ensure consistency for firefighters and compliance to NFPA training requirements. The new
platform became operational in January 2020 for all firefighter training, including recruit training.
Firefighters will also continue a focus on decontamination after every incident where they are exposed to toxic
carcinogens. Recent purchases of a gear washer, a clothes washer and clothes dryer, helps keep gear and
clothes worn by firefighters are clean from harmful gases or chemicals are sent home with the firefighter after a
fire response.
Drone pilots have been working diligently to establish a new program focusing on having this tool operational
for many emergency situations encountered by HFD. The safety of firefighters and the public will be greatly
enhanced with this asset and crews are looking forward to having the technology available for all types of
emergencies.
APPARATUS
In 2020, HFD is making plans for a new pick-up truck. This will replace a 2000 pick-up that is utilized as a
multi-purpose vehicle for both administration activities and emergency response. The apparatus is used for
activities such as; fire prevention activities, responding with the rescue boat to emergency scenes, carrying
extra firefighters to the scene, keeping contaminated gear out of the interior cab and away from the firefighters
until it can be returned to the station for cleaning. This purchase will assist the department to maintain
sustainable operations on an ongoing basis.
FIREFIGHTERS
The Town of Hanover continues to be supported by paid on-call firefighters who are willing to respond to
emergencies at any given time, with no notice, and no schedule. HFD firefighters are on call 24 hours a day, 7
days a week, 365 days a year, pagers never leave their side. The department is indebted to HFD firefighters,
and the employers they work for. A sense of community, and a commitment few will understand, compels
HFD firefighters to help when specific skills are required.
HFD strives for excellence in everything they do, and searches for continuous improvement ideas with regards
to equipment and process at all times. This view to the future will ensure that the Town of Hanover remains in
very good hands, with experts ready to respond to their needs whenever required.
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